
Have you heard our other

new animal songs?

 
Wriggly Caterpillar who turns

into a butterfly
Animals of the Night with bats

and moles
Piccolo's Bike Ride with ducks

and cows
Prickly Hedgehog who rolls in
a ball then jumps up to say

boo!

SINGING RING GAME

Children hold hands in a circle and walk round as
they sing the first line

As the spider is washed out they all hold hands and
run in with a whoosh like the 'hokey cokey'

Tiptoe round for the sunshine and then walk round. 
For the second verse, walk round and then into the

middle for the snow so you can all cuddle when
Incy freezes.

Tiptoe round for the sunshine and walk round
again.

Don't forget Incy can be wearing diffrent types of
shoes which can encourage stamping, tiptoing,

running, changing the tempo and dynamics.

Incy

Wincy

Spider

CAR JOURNEY CHALLENGE
What other animals could you sing

about?
Teeny weeny ladybird...

Itsy bitsy beetle...
Incy Wincy is sung in many countries in
different languages, why not learn to

sing it in another language?

http://w.mamalisa.com/?t=e_family&c=58


SINGING WITH PUPPETS 
 

Take it in turns as to who has the
spider puppet. If it is the adult, the

child can be the drain pipe and spiders
walks up the child or tree.

Playing together

Children stand facing each other
and sing each line in turn. 

They then sing again with the
actions, but try to share the actions.
e.g hold hands in front of you and
walk hands up in the air touching
your partners hands as you go. 

You will be creating a type of
playground clapping game.

A FUN CHALLENGE FOR

CHILDREN AND ADULTS 

Try stamping your feet to the beat
and clapping the rhythm (words) of

the song at the same time. A bit
like rubbing your tummy and

patting your head! Good one for the
staff room :)
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SING and Draw

 

This is our adaptation of
the lovely Story Massage.
You can draw some lovely

pictures on each other's
backs with your hands or
fingers as you sing this

song.


